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ABSTRACT

The rapid transformation of e-platforms and the growth of e-commerce in China provide consumers with the most advanced channels and creative options for buying and selling through online podium. Online shopping is categorically going to be the world’s future shopping mode. Besides, The Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) of China aims to place the world on a new trajectory of higher growth and human development through the connectivity of infrastructure, increased trade, and investment. Cross-border online shopping has become one of the forthcoming prime business models through the implication of the Belt & Road Initiative. By analyzing the representative group of consumers from Belt & Road countries, this study is to explore possible guiding constraints about online shopping decisions that may assist to understand behavioral traits to cross-border online shopping. In the expansion of online shopping, consumers, particularly young people, and students play the most important role. It is, therefore, imperative for companies to investigate and consider the factors that affect the decision of students and young people to get online shopping. This paper has attempted to explore various factors that will affect the online shopping decision of consumers particularly from Belt & Road countries. During this analysis, a qualitative study approach was adopted and a sample of 105 higher education students from the Belt & Road Initiative (BRI) countries studying at Capital Normal University was drawn up. The study will ascertain the ‘Online Shopping Behaviors’ of typical consumers from BRI (Belt & Road) countries to explore a wider direction for cross-border online shopping decisions. It is discovered that online shopping makes life easier, and it is not so far that online shopping can infinitely overtake conventional physical shopping in the whole world.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The evolution of Internet technology has brought tremendous changes in global business. The internet has created a new environment of E-business, E-Commerce, and E-transaction. It has provided opportunities to attach buyers through the online network worldwide. The usage of the internet has increased because of its significant tools of fast information delivery to the users, also providing more choices of searching in the shortest possible time. Within the same way, the Internet has transformed the way of business by allowing retailers to offer an unlimited range of products and services to all consumers around the world at any point at any time. At the current, E-business, E-Commerce, Online Shopping are substituting traditional business forms radically. Online shopping opens a new window for the business where an individual is benefited from using internet technology to shop for and sell products electronically. Today, online shopping is becoming more and more popular and essential to everyone. Now, people first think about online shopping once they want to shop for something. Online shopping enables consumers to shop for products 24×7 basis from whole around the world. The easy answer for busy lives in today’s world is online shopping.

Though, various influencing factors of consumer behavior heavily impact online shopping mode. Online shopping required more customer intentions compare to buying physically. Although the rapid growth of the online shopping market is optimistic for future growth, negative aspects arose in some respects also. There are various influencing factors such as trust, availability of information, delivery time, security, etc. are the keys to buy decisions from online. China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) and tremendous advancement in E-Commerce are the foremost significant economic concepts that are going to change the world’s business manner. As a part of the Belt and Road implication, China has scoped golden opportunities to attract overseas talents from Belt and Road (BRI) countries. Students from BRI countries are being introduced directly to the e-phenomenon of China in every aspect of their everyday life.

This research study is to focus on behavioral traits to online shopping, and also the impacting factors or barriers to online shopping upon students from Belt and Road
(B&R) countries studying in Capital Normal University, Beijing, China. This study is also to direct to comprehend the qualities of cross-border online shopping.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Online Shopping Behaviour

As a new form of e-business, assessing the online shopping behavior of consumers has been an extensive curiosity of the researchers in the current e-era. Especially next epoch of COVID-19 online has been becoming the vital means to daily shopping. E-commerce and Online shopping are the fieriest topics to the researchers for their significant potentials.

The significance of attitudes toward online shopping established the relationship between the attitude to online shopping with shopping orientations and perceived scales of benefits; and analyzed factors that affect the attitudes of students towards online shopping. The results indicate that utilitarian orientations, convenience, price, and wider selection are important determinants of consumer’s attitudes toward online shopping [9].

Offline and Online consumer behavior processes identified some basic factors that drive the consumer to decide to buy or not to buy through an online channel. It identified online shopping has the complete features of buying such as searching products, price evaluation and comparison, quality assessment, choosing the service type, and processing the payment system [24].

It was analyzed the factors affecting the consumer’s attitude of trust and their impacts on internet purchasing behavior that revealed online shopping behavior traits [1], [25].

Deliberated the influences of online shopping information dependency and innovation on internet shopping adoption [14]. The influence of the trust perspective on the intention to buy online was specifically investigated focused on consumer characteristics such as age, gender, and income [22], [17].

By investigating demographies and value orientations for online shopping, the structural equation modeling analysis was employed. It was found that openness to change orientation and ’self-enhancement orientation’ had a direct or indirect positive effect on the online shopping behavior of respondents, whereas ’conservation orientation’ and ’self-transcendence orientation’ were not important in the estimation of the equation [35].

A store brand-customer behavior was studied in France, China, and Malaysia to investigate the factors influencing consumers’ online. It showed that consumers’ choice variations significantly depend on demographic factors [11], [16].

Consumers adoption of online shopping and hypothesized relationships such as deciding factors in E-commerce, Website factors, Perceived Risk of Consumers has experimented. It observed the lifestyle characteristics of online consumers and explain that consumers often choose to shop online because they like having products delivered at home and want their purchases to be private [6].

Online shopping among college students has brought out gender differences in online shopping. The study revealed college-going youth's tendency to shop online and what methods they prefer for shopping. It also showed more and more youths are gaining confidence about purchasing products in online [33].

Through evaluating the Chinese E-commerce market, and developing an E-commerce business model, it specified whether ‘brick and click’ would be an ideal strategy for E-commerce companies to promote their brand awareness and customer satisfaction. Moreover, it explored the largest competitors in the E-commerce industry and developed a SWOT assessment [36].

Based on the social cognitive theory a research model of online shopping behavior is proposed that argues trust has a positive impact on online shopping behavior, and online shopping behavior is negatively and directly affected by perceived website complexity. It is explored the relationship between perceived website complication and online shopping behavior that points out the online store environment as a key factor in online purchase [5].

B. International Students: Belt and Road Initiative (BRI)

China’s One Belt, One Road Initiative is a new development model and modernization strategy to promote ‘peace and cooperation, openness, and inclusiveness, mutual learning, and benefits.

As of March 2020, 138 countries have been joined the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). The countries of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) are spread across all continents: Particularly,

38 countries are in Sub-Saharan Africa
34 BRI countries are in Europe & Central Asia
25 BRI countries are in East Asia & Pacific
17 BRI countries in Middle East & North Africa
18 BRI countries are in Latin America & Caribbean
6 countries are in South East Asia [34].

Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) is not only promoting business and infrastructure development but also sponsoring talent exchange programs. China has opened its doors for foreign students and researchers through BRI getaways. China is attracting a record number of foreign students from BRI countries every year. Now learners from BRI countries get a special opportunity to introduce new China’s development in information, technology, and business sectors.

The BRI has encouraged Chinese higher education institutions to build partnerships with international universities. The Belt and Road Initiative is dedicated to boosting the local economies, growing local jobs, enhancing local livelihoods of participating nations. Education can play a pivotal role in achieving this by empowering local groups and providing a means for inclusive development [12].

Belt & Road Initiative (BRI) emphasizes not only ‘social and cultural exchanges’ but also highlights the ‘knowledge economy’ to future-oriented digital infrastructure and interconnectivity. BRI is a new phase of globalization that builds connectivity with Eurasia and can reconfigure global higher education partnerships with universities in 130 countries, as well as new partnerships with Russia and the
EU. Foreign students along the belt and the roads are competing to enroll in Chinese universities in this new environment. Belt and Road spaced Chinese scholarships to the students from nations along the route and reshaping regional education and moving global higher education. In the past year alone, Belt and Road partner countries' enrollment has jumped 12 percent to 317,000 students. Chinese universities become ‘magnet institutions’ for students from BRI developing countries. Belt and Roads Initiative provides an opportunity for the basis for the philosophy of the Chinese vision of BRI ‘peace and development’ and a ‘future for humanity’ [29].

III. RESEARCH PROBLEM

There are several studies and essays on online shopping and most of them have discussed market patterns, attitudes, motivation, and obstacles when shopping online. Some aspects of previous surveys explored the concern of individuals regarding online security, which item they choose to purchase online, the devices, payment, and delivery methods they prefer, whether they shop online or not, and the effect of online shopping on conventional stores. While a lot of research has been carried out in most countries, there have been very few studies that concentrate on only certain groups of individuals and examine their online shopping characteristics. Therefore, this study focuses on University student groups from Belt and Road countries, studying in China and analyzes their shopping behaviors, their motivation and barriers to online shopping, and the influences of online shopping on their shopping habits.

IV. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The key objectives of the study are to:

1. To know the online shopping behaviors of students from BRI countries in Capital Normal University.
2. To identify students’ preferences towards different E-shopping platforms.
3. To investigate the extent of attitudes of students towards online shopping.
4. Determine influencing factors to the online purchase decision.

V. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A. Research Design

This study used descriptive research. Descriptive research involves gathering data that describe events and then organizes, tabulates, depics, and describes the data collection [15]. It often uses visual aids such as graphs and charts to aid in understanding the data distribution. Therefore, it offers a better clarification on online shopping, and ultimately give a clear picture of the effectiveness and reliability of online shopping and its relationship to purchasing decision.

B. Questionnaire Development and Measurement

To measure the online shopping behaviors of university students from BRI (Belt & Road) countries, a specific questionnaire was developed. The questionnaire was divided into two parts (Part A & B).

Part A- was intended to identify the Students’(consumers) attitudes to analyze their behavior, motivations, and barriers including the kind of products or services they often buy, and websites, devices, and payments they prefer to use as well as the advantages, disadvantages, influences of online shopping on their shopping habits. Part-A included twenty-seven questions, which were separated into twelve categories in terms of the independent variables and dependent variable. Multiple-choice questions, ranking questions, open-ended questions, and questions where more than one choice can be checked
were used. Using a five-point Likert Scale measurement that ranged from 1= strongly disagree, 2= disagree, 3= indifferent (neutral), 4= agree, and 5= strongly agree, the respondents were asked to provide their rating on their experience.

Part B- was proposed to collect the respondents’ demographic information such as gender, age, level of education, language proficiency, and monthly spending level of the respondents. A total of eleven questions were included in this part.

C. Sources of Data

Primary and Secondary methods are used for collecting data. Online Survey is used for collecting primary data by a structured questionnaire.

D. Population of the Study

Capital Normal University (首都师范大学) has 11,245 undergraduates, 6,691 masters, 851 Ph.D. students, and 2,155 international students, 1,200 students from BRI (Belt & Road Initiative) countries as of November 2020 according to the varsity website and official sources [18]. This study targeted international students from Belt and Road countries from all groups studying at Capital Normal University, China because of their background diversity and exposure to online shopping. Students of the Capital Normal University are provided a hundred percent with Internet access through wireless connection, and therefore, the chances for them accessing online shopping are very high. On the same basis of their diverse background, only students from the International campus were chosen for this study.

E. Sample Size

Respondents were randomly selected to come up with a representative sample of the entire population. Total numbers of the sample were able to collect one hundred and five (105). The respondents are both male and female.

F. Data Collection Procedures

The structured questionnaire was prepared in both word document format and online format to get a larger sample and more diverse participants. The online questionnaires were distributed in WeChat & E-mail. Microsoft Forms, an online survey tool was used to upload the questionnaire to the Internet and transform it into the online format. This survey was also sent to university student groups in WeChat to get more participants.

G. Tools and Techniques of Data Analysis

The study applied both nominal and ordinal scales to measure a range of factors establishing the effectiveness of online shopping behavior and interval scale in determining the relationship between shopping and consumer behavior. The analysis of the data was done using descriptive and inferential statistics. Percentage analysis was carried out to show the results. Microsoft forms, Microsoft Excel tools were used for analyzing data. Relationships between responses were assessed and presented using Pie Chart, Line chart, Table, etc.

VI. DATA ANALYSIS, RESULTS, AND DISCUSSION

As per analysis and findings, the results are presented on the effectiveness of Online Shopping Behavior Among Students from Belt & Road Countries in Capital Normal University. The response rate was sufficient and representative. The survey covers the demographic information, and the findings based on the objectives. The findings were then presented in tables, graphs, and charts as appropriate with the explanation being given in prose thereafter. The total respondents are one hundred and five (105).

Fig. 3. Distribution of the respondents by age bracket.

This chart shows that most of the respondents are young generation. The total responses are 105. There is no respondent below the age of 18. Respondent students whose age under 18-25 years is 58%, under 26-33 years is 41% and under 34-40 years is 1%.

Fig. 4. Gender distribution of the respondents.

The study recorded a higher response rate from male students than female students. Thus, the male has more positive attitudes to online shopping.

Fig. 5. Distribution of the respondents by the program of study.
This chart shows that 37% of students from BRI countries are studying in the Master program, 36% in Bachelor Program, and 14% in Ph.D.

Fig. 6. Distribution of the respondents by major subject?

This finding indicates respondent students of Capital Normal University are the majority of Business Group.

Fig. 7. Program’s medium of Instruction.

That is, 52% of respondents’ students’ medium of instruction is English and 48% is Chinese.

Fig. 8. Your Chinese Language Skill Level?

This study indicates more than 50% know the Chinese language, whereas 43% have no Chinese language skills at all.

Fig. 9. The number of years has been studying in China.

This study shows that the maximum number of respondents are studying at Capital Normal University for less than 01 year.

Fig. 10. Living and spending fee per month in RMB.

This figure indicates the majority of students spend 1000-2000 RMB/ per month to carry out necessities.

Fig. 11. Which shopping method is comfortable for you?

This chart shows that maximum students prefer online shopping to physical shopping.
It shows that ‘No travel to the shop’ and ‘Easy transaction’ are the most influencing factors behind online shopping.

This indicates, the majority of respondent students buy at least 06 times and more from online in a month.

The study recorded that the majority of students spend an average of 16 hours /per week surfing websites.

It indicates, the majority of shoppers compare price and product features before the final order to purchase from different online shops.
Fig. 19. What kinds of products or services do you often buy online?

This chart shows that the majority of students buy electronics, cosmetics, clothes, and food items from online shopping. Even more, they order all daily products from online.

Fig. 20. Which are the websites you use most often when shopping online?

This chart indicates that 97% of students buy from Taobao, 79% from Jingdong (JD), 59% from Pingduoduo. Thus, these 03 are the main market player whereas other platforms like Meituan, Red, etc. are struggling.

Fig. 21. Which device do you prefer when shop online?

The study shows that the majority of respondents use Mobile Apps (77%) to buy from online platforms. Thus, online shopping in more percentage is dependent on mobile apps.

Fig. 22. What are the payments tools you use most often when shopping online?

The above survey indicates that the majority of the students use mainly WeChat Pay (98%) and Alipay (88%) as payment tools to complete the transaction.

Fig. 23. What do you think, payment on online is?

Thus, 83% of respondents treat online payment as secured.

Fig. 24. Please order the importance of following advantages of online shopping by giving score (1-5).

This study shows that majority of respondents like online shopping for its' convenience and time-saving features.

Fig. 25. Please order the importance of following disadvantages of online shopping by giving score (1-5).

This study shows that majority of respondents like online shopping for its’ convenience and time-saving features.
The study shows consumers are concerned about payment security, extra delivery fee, and late delivery.

Fig. 26. Select an approximate amount you would spend on a single online purchase (In RMB).

Thus, 67% of students spend below RMB 200, whereas 17% order below RMB 500 and 12% above RMB 500 in a single order.

Fig. 27. Do you evaluate the merchant (e-retailer) for purchasing products on websites?

The Study recorded the majority, in number- more than 64% of respondents consider previous purchase experience to buy from online.

Fig. 28. Do you return the product after purchase?

This chart shows, two-third of consumers return the product after purchase. From 105 respondents: 65% return and 35% don’t return after receiving products.

Thus, 92% of respondents get a full refund after returning products, whereas 2.5% get half and partial returns.

Fig. 29. If ‘Yes’ what about refund.

This chart shows how much time an e-retailer takes to refund. 62% of respondents got a refund within 05 days, whereas 32% got it by 5-10days.

Fig. 30. If yes, how much time they take to refund.

That is, the majority, 73% of respondents from total have faced problems while purchasing through online.

Fig. 31. Have you felt any problems while conducting online purchase?

Fig. 32. If ‘Yes’ what kind of problem? (Check all that apply).
This chart shows, what difficulties are confronted during online shopping. It shows, 39% has been suffered from delay delivery, 28% suffered from Cheap quality products, 17% suffered from product damage, and 10% suffered from non-delivery of the product.

Fig. 33. Are you satisfied in terms of payment, delivery, product, and services during purchase on online?

This chart shows customer perception of payment, delivery, product, and services during purchase. Of 105 respondents, 14% are neutral, 10% are negative and 76% are positive to shop online.

Fig. 34. What is your overall satisfaction/dissatisfaction level after purchasing the product online?

It shows respondents’ satisfaction or dissatisfaction level. 61% of them are satisfied and 33% are very satisfied, 4% are very dissatisfied, 2% are dissatisfied.

Fig. 35. Please select your level of agreement to the following questions.

This study indicates that the majority of respondents think Online shopping will replace traditional shopping and Online shopping is secure like traditional shopping. On the other hand, they are concerned about insufficient information about products, longer delivery time, the security of payment.
This survey is about purchasing decisions. Delivery time, security, description of goods, and privacy of information are the most important factors to shop online, whereas the reputation of the company, guarantee-warranty are comparatively less significant.

Moreover, respondents are also too price-sensitive to expensive products.
VII. FINDINGS

From the analysis of primary data, important information comes to get into the eyes:

(1) Most of the students like online shopping. The average number of students like both online and physical shopping, whereas very few of them like only physical shopping.
(2) Students spend more than 16 hours/week surfing the internet. It shows students are vastly habituated to the online lifestyle. And they often buy from online.
(3) The students prefer online shopping because of fast shopping and time-saving. A partial number of students are brand conscious, price-sensitive, and believe in trust.
(4) Most of the respondents who conduct online shopping judge E-commerce sites by popularity. A certain number of respondents judges by rank and a low number of respondent judges by web decoration and number of viewers.
(5) Students choose online shopping because of no travel to shop. Some students conduct online shopping because of the availability of a wide range of products, easy payment, and no hidden cost.
(6) Most of the respondents compare products, prices before purchase from different E-commerce sites.
(7) Students are more likely to do online shopping on mobile devices.
(8) There are significant differences in the medium of language among respondents.
(9) Students are mostly like to purchase garments products, electronic products, cosmetics, convenience goods, groceries items, and foods from online shops.
(10) The most popular E-commerce sites are favored by the students - first: Taobao, second: Jingdong (JD), then Pinduoduo, Wumarts, Meituan, Amazon, and AliExpress consecutively.
(11) Most of the respondents prefer WeChat Pay, AliPay as an online payment tool.
(12) Most of them believe that online payment is secured. A low number of respondents do not trust online payment system.
(13) Most of the students spend less than RMB 200 for a single purchase. Monthly average buys from online 06 times and average spend RMB 1000-2000.
(14) Most of the respondents assess e-retailer before purchasing the product.
(15) Majority number of consumers return the product after purchasing from online.
(16) Most consumers get a full refund because of returning the product and very few consumers get half and partial refunds.
(17) Most e-retailer refund amount less than 05(five) days. Some e-retailer takes more days up to 10-15 days.
(18) Most of the students face problems at the time of conducting online shopping. Most of them are faced with delayed delivery, cheap quality, and product damage problems.
(19) Majority of respondents are greatly concerned about the loss of privacy, theft of identity, risk of payment tools, and risk of not getting what they actually paid for.
(20) Delivery time, security, description of goods, and privacy of information are the most important factors to the respondents towards purchasing from online shops.

VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS

After analyzing data and findings, some recommendations can be specified-
- It is needed to provide a true description of each product and satisfying the customers by fulfilling promises.
- It is needed to decorate E-commerce apps and websites to attract more customer-friendly to online shopping. The design of the website should be clearer to make the purchase process smooth. Merchants should focus on functions such as search engines and categorize items to help customers’ save time.
- Online shop owners are needed to create more language options for customers to choose the type of language they used to communicate better on the site.
- E-retailer should send the product to the customer’s door at certain & quickest time.
- E-retailer should stay connected with the customer after selling products.
- The price of the same product is different on different websites. E-retailers should take care of this so that consumers do not panic.
- E-retailer, E-commerce platforms should give the highest priority towards the protection of loss of privacy, identity theft, risk of payment tools, and delivering products that customers paid for.
- Payment methods should be more secured and easier.
- E-retailer should take care of transportation and delivery system so that product may not damage and lost.
- E-retailer should develop the refund system more smoothly and quickest.
- Should create innovative promotion and special focus to students as well as youth groups as they are the main driving force of E-platforms.
- It is needed for more advertisement and softness to shift customers from physical to online shopping.
- Online shops may take special promotional offers and activities for the youth group and students.
- Cross-border online shopping can be persuaded among China and Belt & Road (BRI) countries. It can open a new trend to e-business, e-commerce as well as online shopping.
found a significant positive relationship between price, product variety, product information, convenience, short delivery period, and payment security. This study suggests the online shop owners and the potential online shop owners, hence, some of the best means needed to improve in their customer services.

Through the findings of this research, online retailers could better realize online consumers’ especially youth groups’ expectations and the influencing factors of consumers’ satisfaction. By understanding the key drivers that could impact online shopping attitudes, online retailers would be able to formulate and implement their E-business strategy efficiently and effectively and gain stronger competitive advantages. This study also suggests that online vendors should pay more attention to apply the marketing mix with high product quality, lower price, discount, free delivery, or gift to build, enhance and maintain their good reputation. Hosting companies such as Taobao, Jingdong, etc could set up their business strategy to meet both customer and retailer requirements. The hosting company may utilize high information technology strategy, big data to improve the functionalities of the online shopping platforms. It will assist online vendors in organizing the marketing mix of the promotional activities, enhance the reputation mechanism, and finally achieve both seller and consumer satisfaction.

E-revolution has been started in every sector already. The general business form is being transformed to E-business form with an unlimited speed. Online shopping is replacing physical shopping gradually. It is also changing international business mode. Now-a-days, cross-border e-commerce is the most discussing business subject in economic forums. Moreover, China’s Belt & Road Initiative (BRI) is started a new polarization in international business. This study will support understanding the customer behavior of BRI countries. This study can also show paths to initiate cross border online shopping among Belt and Road countries.

Therefore, this study can provide implications to people who want to sell things in online domestically as we as world-wide. This study will definitely be useful to many merchants and businesses in the future.

APPENDIX

Questionnaire Online Link:
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=DQSIkWDsW0yxExjajBLZhQAAAAAADAAAAAO_SY9i1NNU5GOUduUUtjFFQVEwUVIGVFEzNUNIOC4u
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